She’s been cooking in the Mr. Food Test Kitchen for more than 20 years, and her recipes haven’t aged a day.

Patty has been a valued member of the Mr. Food team since 1994, coordinating an in-house team of creative home economists who develop and test recipes following the quick and easy philosophy of the Mr. Food Test Kitchen Brand. To say we’d have trouble navigating the Test Kitchen without her is an understatement. With her extensive food background, she has overseen the development of thousands of recipes for the Mr. Food TV show; Mrfood.com; its sister site; EverydayDiabeticRecipes.com; as well as for all of the Mr. Food and Mr. Food Test Kitchen branded cookbooks and many client cookbooks and mini-cookbooks.

In 2008 she instituted the Mr. Food triple-tested program, ensuring that all Test Kitchen recipes are triple-tested, tasted and tweaked to guarantee they earn an “OOH IT’S SO GOOD!!®” seal of approval! In addition to ensuring consistent recipe results, this process guarantees that there is always something for Patty to share with the team for devouring … uh, we mean evaluating, of course.

“I have always found working in the Mr. Food Test Kitchen to be fulfilling and fun. Everyday is a different experience with cooking or baking, so it’s never boring. Creating new recipes or putting a new spin on an old recipe gives me great satisfaction. Most times I look at it as an adventure not a job.”

~ Patty Rosenthal